
April 4, 2014; The DMA class went to Rochester to see Post Central. Post Central 

is a multimedia graphics facility that deals with advertising through motion picture, 

animation, and print. They are one of the biggest chains in the North East and deal 

directly with Partners and Napier, which bought out Post Central from Jay Advertising, 

located in Rochester, NY as well, who is one of the biggest graphic advertising agencies 

in the New York, New Jersey region.  Post Central work with Capital One, Delta 

Airlines, Green Mountain Coffee, Kodak…etc.  

There wasn’t one main thing, but multiple learning experiences through touring 

Partners & Napier, we got to see the entire process of Graphic Advertising from the 

design team, to the animation department, all the way down to the labeling and printing 

process. There was a lot learned but what stood out to me the most was how your goal is 

to make the client see what you see. Don’t try to explain to him what needs to happen or 

what will happen but to show him what will happen, let the client see as you see, 

understand it like you understand it. Ultimately when the client and the creator can see 

eye to eye, the skies the limit on what you can achieve.  

What I learned was that the advertising world is not only to make pieces look 

good but instead to convey a message through the work. The main goal is to get the 

publics attention, this means understanding who will buy it, why will they buy it, where 

can they get it, and why should they have it. I think this can be applicable to what I do as 

a student. Why do I animate the way I do, what is the significance of this camera angle, 

what message am I trying to convey, what do I want people to take from my work, Not 

just to get a good grade, but ultimately we are paving the way for our future. Our work 

now is a good indication on where and how we will work in the future.  



 

 

	  


